(Editor’s note: the following items arrived in the mail unsought and unsigned other than with the identification "Adelaide Pastoral Company". In the Adelaide phone book, the Adelaide Pastoral Company would be found between Adelaide Party Hire and Adelaide Passport Studio. It isn’t there. Perhaps it’s in Brisbane. Anyway, it’s now in Letters to the Editor - seems like the best spot.)

Which is **REALLY** more complex?

ADELAIDE PASTORAL CO.

THE MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY

**PM-94 AMPLIFIER**

“This is one of the very finest integrated amplifiers. It never lacks power or the willingness to propel the music; it is as muscular and as delicate as the finest audiophile equipment. Make no bones, it can take on the best.”

**HI FI ANSWERS (UK) MAY 1988**

“The PM-94’s on paper promises are delivered in a performance without any discernable flaws and worthy of more expensive componentry.”

**VIDEO & AUDIO MARKETING (AUST) VOL. 4/1**

**CD-94 COMPACT DISC PLAYER**

“Let me emphasise just how impressed I am with the CD-94. It is one of the finest CD players I’ve heard so far, regardless of price.”

**NEW HI FI SOUND (UK) FEB 88**

**PM-64 II AMPLIFIER**

“What a success!! In its price class it’s not just a success it’s a monument. Music when listened to through the PM-64 II is a delight, a real pleasure.”

**REVUE DE SON (FRANCE) SEPT ’87**

**PM-45 AMPLIFIER**

“The PM-45 is immaculately engineered inside and out using high quality components. That’s not just what the blurb says either; it happens to be true.”

**COMPACT DISC REVIEWS (UK) MARCH ’87**

The Marantz Product Information Catalogue and Reviews are now available. Reserve yours by calling Marantz, toll free, on (008) 22 6861 (in Sydney dial 742 8322) or by mail to PO Box 125 Concord West NSW 2138.
NEW ON VIDEO FROM THE ADELAIDE PASTORAL COMPANY!!!

Life of Brian II

This sequel to the Monty Python classic takes us up to the story 2000 years later as Brian, now a composer of incredibly complex music, is caught in a classic case of mistaken identity when people believe him to be Jesus Christ on his return trip to the Planet Earth. Blissfully unaware of what is happening, Brian takes the cries of "Messiah" to be exhortations to make his scores even messier. Followed by his faithful band of twelve (of course) disciples, Brian's hilarious misadventures culminate in a fate worse than death when the movie rights to Brian's music are bought by Walt Disney Studios to use as soundtracks to animated features. Even funnier than the original. ****